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The main end results of this Subproject are described in the fol1owing. For details of how
individual tasks were carried out, we refer to PRENLAB-2 first annual report.

3.5.1 Subpart 5A: SAR interferometry study of the South Iceland seismie
zone

The objective was to measure ongoing crustal deformation in the South Iceland seismic zone
(SISZ) and relate it to distribution of faults and seismicity there. We have met that objective
at the western edge of the SISZ, around the Hengill volcanic center, and published the results
in an international, peer-reviewed scientific journal (Feigl et al. 2000).

We have analyzed synthetic aperture radar (SAR) images acquired by the ERS-1 and
ERS-2 satellites between July 1993 and September 1998 using interferometry. In spite of our
careful image selection, correlation is poor in the relatively fiat and wet lowlands of southern,
Iceland, which unfortunately includes most of the faults in the SISZ. On the other hand,
coherence remains good, even after 4 or 5 years, in the mountainous areas around Hengill.

The predominant signature in all the interferograms spanning at least 1 year, is a concen
tric fringe pattern centered just south of the Hr6mundartindur volcanic center (Figure 26).
This we interpret as mostly vertical uplift caused by increasing pressure in an underlying
magma source. The volume source that best fits the observed interferograms lies at 7±1
km depth and remains in the same horizontal position to within 2 km. It produces 19±2
mm/year of uplift. This deformation accumulates as elastic strain energy at a rate 2.8 times
the rate of seismic moment release.

Under our interpretation, magma is injected at 7 km depth, just below the seismogenic
zone formed by colder, brittle rock. There, the infiation induces stresses that exceed the
Coulomb failure criterion, triggering earthquakes. Accumulated over 5 years, the deformation
increases the Coulomb failure stress by >0.6 bar in an area that includes some 84% of the
earthquakes recorded between 1993 and 1998 (Figure 27 and Figure 28).

aur model suggests that magmatic infiation can trigger earthquakes, with stress rising
slowly to failure and then dropping instantaneously in an earthquake. Thus a plot of stress as
a function of time on a given fault forms a sawtooth pattern. Prior to an earthquake, on the
leading edge of the sawtooth, the stress increases at a rate of the order of f'J l bar/year. After
accumulating for a time interval b.t years, the stress then decreases abruptly in an earthquake
with stress drop 87. For the magnitude 5.2 earthquake of June 4, 1998, we take a mean stress
drop of the order of 7 f'J 20 bars, assuming that f-l =33 GPa and 87 = f-lU (LW) 1/2. If this
rupture returns the state of its stress to its initial level, then the accumulation interval is of
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the order of !:i.t '" 20 years. If this process is cyclical, then this interval is the recurrence time
of a characteristic earthquake. It suggests that infiation of a magma chamber can furnish
the primary driving force to actually break rocks on a fault in an earthquake.

W21.3°

IdM.' AUQ 317:20 l Plale 1 Felglot ol. 2000 (2000JB900209)

Figure 26. Observed interferograms of the Hengill area for fo'ur different time intervals. The
time interval appears in the upper right corner of each panel, the orbit numbers
appear at lower left, and the altitude of ambiguity ha appears at lower right. One
fringe represents 28 mm of range change. Two concentric fringes are visible in
the 4-year interferogram (d) indicating at least 6 cm of uplift between August 1993
and August 1997. The white box in (d) includes the discontinuity enlarged in (b)
and (c).
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Figure 27. (a) Structural map showing Vp/Vs wave speed ratio at 4 km depth (Miller et al.
1998); aur best fitting volume source (crossed square); contours of P-wave speed
veiocity anomaly 8Vp = +1% at 4 km depth (dashed white lines); contours of
Miller et al. (1998); limits of volcanic system (solid black lines); outlines of three
central volcanos (dashed black lines). Circles and dots show earthquake hypocen
ters for events between 1993 and 1998 (Rognvaldsson et al. 1998a; Rognvaldsson
et al. 1998b). The largest circle is the M w =5.2 event of lune 4, 1998. Events
with magnitude smaller than 2.5 plot as dots. (b-e) Enlargement of two interfer
ograms that span August 1995 [b) and c)j, and two which do not id) and e)]. A
discontinuity is clearly visible in b) and c) and is interpreted as a fault rupturing.
We cannot discern a discontinuity in Figures d) and e).
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Figure 28. (a) Coulomb failure stress change on optimally oriented vertical faults shown in
a horizontal slice at 4,3 km depth. White color denotes where the stress increase
is >1 bar but <10 bar. Source parameters include: latitude 64.032° N, longitude
21.213° W, depth 7.0 km, tensile opening 12.1 m on each of three dykes with
length L=l km and width W =1 km; the apparent coefficient of friction jLf=0.4,
the azimuth 1=70° (measured clockwise from north) of the most compressive prin
cipal value of the stress tensor, and its magnitude laII =1 bar, and the two Lame'
constants jL=A=33 GPa. Hypocenters of the earthquakes (circles and dots) are
as in Figure 27. (b) Coulomb failure stress change on optimally oriented vertical
faults shown in a vertical cross section passing E- W through the center of the
modelled volcanic point source (crossed square). Model parameters and plotting
conventions as in Figure 27a.
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3.5.2 Subpart 5B: GPS measurements of absolute displacements

The objective was to measure absolute plate motions near the South Iceland seismic zone
(SISZ), in order to help with improved understanding of the mechanism of faulting in the
seismic zone. The objective has been met by developing a new technique to combine GPS
and satellite radar interferograms into three-dimensional motion maps, that give an unprece
dented view of the absolute plate motions (Guomundsson et al. 2000). The methodology
has been applied to the western continuation of the SISZ, the Reykjanes peninsula.

The original plan was to operate one semi-continuous GPS station and interpret data
from this station. Rather than doing that, we participated in the installation of network of
continuously recording stations in S-Iceland. These results are described in Subproject l.
Additional work was conducted on two topics: Development of a new technique to combine
GPS and satellite radar interferometry results (work lead by Sverrir Guomundsson), and
secondly, fault mapping was conducted in the Hengill region in order to advance further the
understanding of interferograms collected in Subpart 5A (work lead by Amy Clifton).

The new technique developed to efficiently produce high-resolution three-dimensional
surface motion maps, relies on combining information about motion of the earth's surface
from interferometric observations of synthetic aperture radar images and repeated Global
Positioning System geodetic measurements. Unwrapped interferograms showing pixel-wise
change in range from ground to satellite, and sparse values of three-dimensional movements
are required as input. The problem of finding the full three-dimensional motion field is sepa
rated into two two-dimensional problems. Initial1y the vertical component of the deformation
field, and its horizontal component in the look-direction of the satellite are found. Later the
look-direction component is resolved into north and east components. Initial values for the
motion fields are assigned to each pixel of interferograms from ordinary kriging of available
GPS observations. These values are then updated and optimized by comparison with the
interferograms and the GPS observations. Additional constraint is the smoothness of motion
field. Markov random field based regularization, and simulated annealing algorithm are used
for the optimization. The technique has been applied to create surface motion maps for the
Reykj anes peninsula (Figure 29). Although separate interpretation of GPS and InSAR data
from the area (Hreinsd6ttir et al. 2000; Vadon and Sigmundsson 1997) have shown the main
components of deformation, the three-dimensional motion maps provide an unprecedented
view of the three-dimensional deformation. The largest signals are plate movements causing
large gradients in the east motion field, and circular subsidence centered on the Svartsengi
and Eldvorp geothermal area. The north and east motion field images showaiso clearly
that the subsidence is associated with horizontal movements towards the subsidence center,
a pattern that is imprinted on the background plate movements. The motion maps form the
basis of a future project on conducting a detailed study of strain accumulation in the area
and how it correlates with seismicity.

A related effort was the study of faulting and surface rupture that has taken place in
the Hengill volcanic area (Clifton and Sigmundsson 2000). It is the same area as studied by
satellite radar interferometry under Subpart 5A. The Hengill and Hr6mundartindur volcanic
systems in SW-Iceland are considered to comprise the Hengill triple junction at which the
oblique Reykjanes peninsula rift zone, the western volcanic (rift) zone and the South Iceland
seismic (transform) zone meet. It is therefore experiencing both tectonic extension and left-
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lateral shear causing seismicity related to both strike-slip and normal faulting. Between 1994
and 1998, the area experienced episodic swarms of enhanced seismicity attributed to magma
moving within the system.· Activity culminated in a magnitude 5.1 earthquake on June 4,
1998, and a magnitude 5 earthquake on November 13, 1998. Geodetic measurements using
GPS, levelling and InSAR detected uplift and expansion of the volcanic edifice above a point
source of pressure beneath the Hr6mundartindur volcanic system. Magma accumulation
elevated the volcanic edifice 2 cm/year and is believed to have triggered motion along strike
slip faults that were near to failure due to tectonic stresses. A number of faults in the
area generated small-scale surface breaks. Geographic information system has been used to
integrate aerial photographs, field data and geophysical data to determine how the crust
breaks in response to deformation along this plate boundary, and to see how much of the
recent activity focussed on pre-existing weaknesses in the crust. Our data indicates that all
surface rupture has occurred along or adjacent to old faults, severai of which were previously
unmapped. The most prominent surface breaks occurred along NE- and NNE-trending faults
adjacent to the epicenter of the J une 4 earthquake. Maximum opening observed along a single
fault segment was 1.2 m. Styles of rupture include fresh rockfall into pre-existing fissures
and along old scarps, subsidence along and possible widening of old fissures, tears in turf
and gashes in soil, shattering of lava blocks and loosening of push-up structures related to
strike-slip faulting (Figure 30). Although all geophysical data agree that rupture occurred
along a shallow, right-lateral strike-slip fault, no clear evidence of lateral offset was observed
at the surface. Foreshocks and aftershocks from the November 13 earthquake define a broad
E-W zone that intersects the southern end of the June 4 fault. The only surface rupture
observed in this zone was found at that intersection.

In addition to fault mapping in the Hengill area, then Pall Einarsson at VICKSI worked
as a subcontractor on preparing a digitized fault map of the South Iceland seismic zone, as
described in the PRENLAB-2 first annual report. That work is still in progress.
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Figure 29. Estimated ane-year average motion field maps at the Reykjanes peninsula. (a),
(b) and (e): Average vertieal, east and north motion maps, respeetively, inferred
by the 1992-1993, 1992-1995, 1992-1996 and 1993-1995 InSAR data, and the
1993-1998 GPS data (Guomundsson et al. 2000).
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Figure 30. Different styles of surface rupture observed in the Hengill area in response to uplijt,
and the lune 4, 1998, M=5.1 earthquake. a) Gashes in soil: Ellipital segments
up to 1.5 m wide, 2 m long, more than 1 m deep, en-echelon and along-strike
arrangement. b) Rock fall along old fissures: Unweathered surfaces of broken
rock, free of vegetation, plant roots freshly exposed. c) Rock fall along old fault
scarps: Large fallen blocks, exposing freshly torn plant roots and soil, large rocks
dislodged from slope leaving gaps between rocks and soi/. d) Loosened push-up
structures: Piles of rock with gaps of up to several centimeters between rock and
soil; individual rocks may show evidence of rotation. e) Shattered aa lava: Broken
blocks up to 1 m in diameter, aligned along strike and at flow margins near the
lune earthquake epicenter (Clijton 2000).
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3.6.1 Task 1: Determination of the paleostress fields associated with the
test areas from fault-slip data

3.6.1.1 Task 1.1: The South Iceland seismie zone (SISZ)

We carried out a structural study in this area, including analysis of aerial photographs,
local observation of major faults and collection of minor fault slip data in outcrops, as
well as an analysis of the focal mechanisms of earthquakes (Bergerat et al. 1998; Bergerat
et al. 1999; Bergerat and Angelier 2000). At the regional scale, the main fault trends
are approximately NNE-SSW and NE-SW. ENE-WSW, NW-SE and WNW-ESE trending
faults are also detected in aerial photographs and in the field. All these fauIts are normal,
or strike-slip in charaeter. Some of the historical major earthquake fractures are observed
in the post.:glacial lava flows in the SISZ: most are right-lateral and trend roughly N-S.
We analyzed more than 700 minor fauIts at 25 sites. Most sites are located in rocks of
Upper Pliocene-Pleistocene age. Inversion of fault-slip datasets enabled us to reconstruct
loeal paleostress tensors, hence to define the major tectonic regimes which have prevailed in
the SISZ. Two main groups of faulting mechanisms reveal two distinet stress regimes, with
perpendicular directions of extension, NW-SE (primary) and NE-SW (secondary). Both
groups, however, display inhomogeneous datasets, related to extensional and to strike-slip
faulting. The primary stress regime is in agreement with both the general behaviour of the
SISZ as a left-Iateral transform zone and the opening of the rift segments. The seeondary
stress regime, incompatible with the primary stress regime, is interpreted in terms of stress
permutations. A population of231 double-couple focal mechanisms (M>l and depth>2 km)
was also analyzed in terms of stress states. The results show great similarity in terms of
stress directions. Figure 31 gives an example of a characteristic fault-slip data site and a
comparison with focal meehanisms of earthquakes.

The present-day stress field mainly inferred from analyses of earthquake focal mecha
nisms is consistent with the present behaviour of the SISZ as a left-Iateral transform zone.
However, the proportion of strike-slip faulting within the present-day seismic activity (71%)
is significantly higher than that revealed by the geological observation of Quaternary faults
(50%). This contrast is interpreted in terms of development and evolution of the transform
fault zone. Figure 32 schematically presents a comparison between the paleostress results
obtained from faulting analysis and the present day activity based on focal mechanisms of
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Figure 31. Comparison between the main stress regimes as indieated by fault-slip datasets
and foeal meehanisms of earthquakes in the SISZ, based on two case examples
(after Bergerat and Angelier 2000). (A) Striated faults at site I<r6ksholt. (B)
Seleeted nodal planes and slip veetors of earthquakes throughout the SISZ for the
years 1991-1994 and 1996, at erustal depths larger than 2 km, with magnitudes
larger than 1.

earthquakes analysis. Stress permutations between different regimes are shown as eouples of
open arrows. The paleostress fields identified in the Upper Plioeene-Pleistoeene formations
of the SISZ reflect both the previous behaviour of the area, when it was loeated inside the
rift zone, and its present behaviour as a transform zone, thus illustrating the loeal evolution
from rifting to transform motion.

3.6.1.2 Task 1.2: The Tjornes fraeture zone (TFZ)

The inversion of about 1000 fault-slip data eollected in 20 sites in the Flateyjarskagi penin
sula allows reeonstruction of eight normal and strike-slip regimes (Angelier et al. 2000b;
Bergerat et al. 2000) related to the general behaviour of the Husavik-Flatey fault (HFF), a
major strueture of the Tjornes fraeture zone eonneeting the Kolbeinsey ridge and the North
Icelandic rift. The two most important regimes (E-W and NE-SW extensions), eonsistent
with the right-lateral motion along the Husavfk-Flatey fault, eonstitute the main tectonic
group. The two others (NW-SE and N-S extensions), forming the subordinate tectonic
group, are ineompatible and result from drastic stress permutations (as a probable result of
stress drop, elastie rebound and dyke injeetion). Figure 33 summarizes the loeal paleostress
determinations made in Flateyjarskagi.

The relationships between these stress regimes imply not only (7da2 and (72/(73 stress
permutations, but also ad (73 reversals. An important factor eontrolling the transform meeh
anism is the variation of eoupling along the HFF. The obliquity between the direction of
transform motion and the trend of extension for the two main regimes may vary between
25° and 85°, reflecting repeated ehanges of the eoefficient of friction along the HFF (Figure
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Figure 32. The different stress tensors obtained from analyses of sets of fault-slip data and
earthquake foeal meehanisms in the SJSZ (after Bergerat et al. 1999). Size of
diagrams proportional to numbers of data. Three-, four-, and five-branehed stars:
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34). Such changes from very low mechanical coupling (weak fault) to moderate frictio~ may
occur very rapidly since it takes place severai times in a few years, as shown by focal mech
anisms of earthquakes analysis. Thus, the tectonic regimes need not be interpreted in terms
of numerous tectonic episodes, but rather as a consequence of variable coupling across the
transform zone.

3.6.2 Task 2: Reconstruction of the current stress field associated with
the test areas

3.6.2.1 Task 2.1: Inversion of large sets of focal mechanisms of earthquakes

Using a new inversion technique suitable for focal mechanisms of earthquakes (in that it
does not require the choice of a nodal plane as the actual fault plane) was particularly
worthwhile in order to process the very large numbers of focal mechanisms of earthquakes
determined within the SIL network set-up and monitored by IMOR.DG. This was because
of the mathematical aspects which imply analytical resolution so that at the core of the
inversion process itself the runtime does not depend on the quantity of data (Angelier 1998).

The inversion was carried out with a total dataset of about 50000 double-couple focal
mechanisms of earthquakes (Angelier et al. 2000a). It revealed regional deviations as large
as 40° in the direction of extension near the major transform zones (c1ockwise for the South
Iceland seismic zone, counterc1ockwise for the Tjornes fracture zone) , relative to the N104°E
trend of plate separation across the mid-Atlantic ridge. However, the mean axis of minimum
stress obtained from these inversions for the whole of Iceland is quite consistent with the
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Figure 34. Interpretation of tectonic regimes in terms of variable coupling near transform
zone (after Angelier et al. 2000b). (a) Groups oftectonic regimes. Angles between
transform direction (dotted lines) and averaged trends of extension (black arrows)
indicated. (b) Schematic pattern of minimum compressive stress trajectories (thin
lines) due to tensile loading parallel to spreading vector in North Iceland around
oblique dextral transform fault zone (thick line).
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trend of plate separation independently reconstructed by DeMets et al. (1990).

3.6.2.2 Task 2.2: Seismotectonic analysis of individual faults

The Tjornes fraeture zone

The study of the Husavik-Flatey fault in the Tjornes fracture zone includes a tectonic
analysis (see Subsection 3.6.1.2) and also a seismotectonic analysis in order to obtain a
reconstruction of the stress patterns in accordance with the mechanisms of the transform
zone since about 7 million years to the present (Garcia 1999; Garcia et al. 2000; Garcia et
al., in preparation). We carried out an analysis of 669 double-couple earthquake mechanisms
(period 1995-1997, magnitude ranging between 1 and 4.8). Three main sets of stress regimes
have been identified, each including three individual stress regimes (Figure 35). The major
one corresponds to an ENE-WSW trending right-lateral transtension. The two other regimes,
less important, correspond to transform-parallel (WNW-ESE) and transform-perpendicular
extensions (NNE-SSW).

Considering the angle between the trends of the rift and of the transform zone involves an
extension occurring throughout the transform zone. This extension is accommodated by the
transtensional regime, as well as, locally, by the extension sub-perpendicular to the transform
direction. The extension sub-parallel to the transform direction may express by pull-apart
process or by locking of part of the transform fault. The analysis of focal mechanisms of
earthquakes indicates that most of these regimes currently occur, invalidating as well the hy
pothesis of polyphase tectonism (see Subsection 3.6.1.2). It suggests that transform motion
along an oceanic fault zone may induce a variety of tectonic regimes. A major point of the
transform mechanism is the variation of coupling along the HFF. These changes may corre
spond, at least partly, to the necessity of extension in this area because of the obliquity of
the transform zone versus the rifts zones of N-Iceland and of Kolbeinsey, but the occurrence
of magmatism at depth probably plays an important role also in such a phenomenon.

The Leirubakki fault

The Leirubakki fault is one of the large N-S seismic faults of the South Iceland seismic zone,
located in its eastern part, a few kilometers west of the 1912 earthquake major earthquake.
The Leirubakki rupture occurred earlier during historical times (maybe before the settlement
of Iceland). Our work included the reconnaissance of the fault trace based on aerial photo
graph analysis and field study, a GPS mapping to reconstruct the morphology of the rupture
zone, and some measurements of structures along the fault, including orientations and am
plitudes (Bergerat et al. 2000; Bergerat et al., in preparation). We thus identify a pattern
of dextral segments that connect typical push-up structures, with specific angular relation
ships between these features and the general trend of the earthquake fault (Figure 36). The
fracturing process involved development of near-surface strike-slip segments, oblique relative
to the underlying shear zone (Figure 36). We computed the shortening amounts and rock
volurnes involved in push-up development and estimated the magnitude of the Leirubakki
fault to more than 7.
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Figure 35. Focal mechanisms of earthquakes characterizing the nine stress regimes in the
Tjornes fraeture zone (SSR: strike-slip regime, NR: normal regime, RR: reverse
regime) (after Garcia 1999,. Garcia et al., in preparation). For the SSR2, SSR3,
NR3 and RR4, only the focal mechanisms with M>1.8 are shown, for the other
regimes all the focal mechanisms (M>l) are shown.
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3.6.3 Task 3: Present-day deformation from GPS network and interfero
grams of ERS-SAR scenes

3.6.3.1 Task 3.1: Measuring the present-day crustal displacements in the Tjornes
fracture zone and adjacent areas

The Tjornes GPS network
The network consists of about 45 sites distributed in the northern Iceland seismic zone (Figure
37). It completes the geodetic networks already instal1ed over the whole Iceland at a smal1er
scale. The TGN has been designed to measure the surface displacement field on each side
of the Husavfk-Flatey fault (HFF). It has been done in order to estimate if there are locked
fault segments in the area and how these segments can contribute to increase the seismic risk.

1995-1997 velocity field
The velocities (Figure 38) have been computed by reference to a point locatecl in the southern
part of the network. Twa tendencies can be distinguished on the Tj6rnes peninsula: eastward
velocities reaching 13 mm/year for the most northern points of the peninsula and NNE
velocities up to 15 mm/year for the points located on both sides of the HFF. Displacements
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Figure 38. 1995-1997 horizontal displacements on the TGN.

to the east have been computed for the points located in the fissure swarms. Points on
Flateyjardalur move to the north. The point on the Flatey island reveals a large displacement
to the NE that could be due to a local instability.

The assumption of an interseismic strain has been testecl by using a simple dislocation
mode!. This model assumes that a set of buriecl planar fault surfaces are locked above a given
depth and are affected by uniform aseismic creep below this depth. In order to determine
this brittle/ductile transition we used the microseismicity recordecl by the SIL network from
1995 to 1997. We assume that most earthquakes are localized in the brittle crust. Thus gives
us a limit at a 10 km e1epth in average. We founded a solution that minimizes the differences
between simulated and observed velocities.

The moelel (Figure 39) assumes: (1) a dyke opening of20 mm/year affecting all the brittle
crust along the Kolbeinsey rielge; (2) two dyke openings of 30 mm/year and 20 mm/year
respectively along the Krafta and Peistareykir fissure swarms; (3) a dextral strike-slip fault
striking N1000E between the two previous rift segments with a velocity of 50 mm/year
below a depth of 10 km and completely locked above the brittle/ductile transition; (4) a 15
mm/year opening zone striking N1400E south of the HFF; (5) a fault along the Grimsey
lineament with both a 15 mm/year opening and 20 mm/year dextral strike-slip movements.
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has been divided by 2. We observed less than l cm/year of dextral displacement north of
Tjornes. The NNE displacements observed in 1995-1997 on both side of the H6savfk fault are
always observed but their component are in the opposite direction of those observed during
the first period. These points are now moving to the south also with smaller velocities.
Similar conc1usions are drawn with the 2 points on Flateyjardalur. The large displacement
observed in 1995-1997 for Flatey is no more observed.

From this comparison we can argue that the displacements on Tjornes have varied sig
nificantly in sense and size in less than 2 years. A model compatible with both period is
presently being elaborated.

Velocities for the points added to the 1995 network
13 new points have been added to the 1995 network both to the east and to the west to the
first study area. All eastem points shows very similar ESE azimuth of displacements. A
difference of l cm/year has been observed between the points respectively inside and outside
the Krafla fissure swarm. This demonstrates the activity of the eastem margin of this swarm.
The points added to the west of the network show similar displacements to those located on
Flateyjardalur, which mean a general sinistral displacement of the SW area, relatively to a
point located in the southem middle part of the network.

3.6.3.2 Task 3.2: 1992-1998 deformation of the Krafta volcano

The Krafla fissure swarm, in the North Iceland rift zone, last underwent rifting between
1975 and 1984. Activity mostly concentrated at the Krafla volcano although it occurred all
along the fissure swarm. We formed interferograms of ERS-SAR scenes (Figure 40) covering
the area of Krafla with time span values of up to six years (1992-1998). This long period
interferograms have been revealed steady rate ofdeformation at Krafla volcano, N-Iceland.
The deformation rate at Krafla and within the fissure swarm, has values reaching +2.1
cm/year in the ground to satellite direction, at the volcano. The area affected by deformation
extends 20 km both north and south of the volcano. The best fit disloeation model eonsists
of sills, to the north and south of the volcano, and a magma ehamber, located below the
volcano, all of them undergoing eontraction. The contraction of the magma chamber induced
a subsidence that has been constant in rate during all of the studied period (Figure 41).

3.6.4 Task 4: Effects of fluid pressure on faulting

It is well known that seismogenic faulting is normally associated with zones of fluid overpres
sure (Guomundsson 1999; Guomundsson 2000a; Guomundsson 2000b); in absenee of f1uids
there would be hardly any tectonic earthquakes. The origin and magnitude of the fluid
overpressure are, however, uncertain. For example, for the San Andreas fault, there are two
models; one assuming the f1uids to be of loeal and shallow origin, the other assuming the
f1uids to be of deep origin.

In order to throw light on the potential fluid overpressure in a major fault zone, as a
part of a general study on the effects of fluid pressure on the probability of fault-slip, field
measurements were made of 1717 mineral-filled veins in the damage zone in deeply eroded and
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well-exposed parts of the Tj6rnes fracture zone, particularly on the Flateyjarskagi peninsula
(Guomundsson 1999; Guomundsson 2000c; Guomundsson et al. 2000). Most veins are
composed of quartz, chalcedony and zeolites, strike roughly parallei or perpendicular to the
fault zone, and are members of dense palaeo-fluid transporting networks. A common vein
frequency in these networks is 10 veins per meter. Cross-cutting relationships indicate that
79% of the veins are extension (mode I) cracks; 21% are shear cracks. The apertures of most
veins, measured as mineral-fill thicknesses, are from 0.1 mm to 85 mm, and the aperture
frequency distribution is a power law. The outcrop trace lengths of 384 veins (of the 1717)
could be measured accurately. These 384 veins are mostly small and range in length from 2.5
cm to 400 cm, in aperture from 0.01 cm to 0.9 cm, and have an average lengthjaperture ratio
of about 400. Using simple fracture mechanics models, and the appropriate elastic properties
of the host rock, this lengthjaperture ratio indicates and average fluid overpressure during
vein formation of 20 MPa. If this fluid pressure acted on a potential fault plane, the effective
normal stress across that plane would be zero or negative and, therefore, reduce the driving
shear stress needed to trigger slip on that plane to only 4-6 MPa. This compares well with
the most common stress drops, estimated at 3-6 MPa, for earthquakes worldwide.

Another potentially strong effect of fluid pressure on the probability offault-slip in seismic
zones is dyke emplacement in the nearby volcanic zones (Guomundsson 2000d). In this
model, dyke injection (and normal faulting) in the volcanic systems can lock or unlock the
H6savfk-Flatey fault and the central parts of the South Iceland seismic zone. Dyke injection
in the parts of the North and East volcanic zones between the H6savfk-Flatey fault and
the South Iceland seismic zone tends to open (unlock) these zones and trigger seismogenic
faulting. By contrast, dyke injection south of the South Iceland seismic zone and north of
the H6savfk-Flatey fault tends to lock these faults and suppress their seismogenic faulting.
Similarly, dyke injection in the north part of the West volcanic zone tends to lock, but dyke
injection in its south part (including the Reykjanes peninsula) to unlock, the South Iceland
seismic zone. Locking by dyke injection, however, is always temporary because plate pull
gradually relaxes the compressive stresses generated by the dykes.

In terms of this model, the largest historical eruption in Iceland, Laki 1783, may have
triggered the largest known earthquake sequence in S-Iceland, that of 1784. Conversely,
the H6savfk-Flatey fault has recently experienced locking by dyke injection. There was
considerable seismicity associated with the H6savfk-Flatey fault until early 1976. Then
dyke injection and normal faulting in the northernmost part of the Krafla volcanic systems
generated horizontal compressive stresses encouraging sinistral movement on the otherwise
dextral H6savfk-Flatey fault, thereby locking the fault. Renewed seismicity on the H6savfk
Flatey fault, since February 1994, indicates that the H6savfk-Flatey fault is currently being
unlocked by normal plate-pull movements which gradually relax the horizontal compressive
stresses generated by the 1976 dyke. The unlocking began at the westernmost part of the
H6savfk-Flatey fault, at the greatest distance from the 1976 dyke.

3.6.5 Task 5: Numerical models on faults and fault populations

Part of this work has focussed on quantitative field studies and modelling of the linking up
of fractures into normal faults (Acocella et al. 2000) and strike-slip faults (Belardinelli et
al. 2000). Part of the work, however, has focussed on the general evolution of the seismic
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zones, exploring the model of a stress-field homogenization being a necessary condition for
the generation of large earthquakes (Guomundsson and Homberg 1999). The work on the
South Iceland seismie zone made in collaboration with Maria Elina Belardinelli and Maurizio
Bonafede (Belardinelli et al. 2000) is described in Subproject 7.

Detailed, quantitative field and photogeological studies were made of the interaction
and linkage of extension fractures and normal faults (Acocella et al. 2000), a fault type
that is common in the South Iceland seismic zone and the Tjornes fraeture zone. 90 zones of
interacting fracture segments in Holocene pahoehoe lava flows of the rift zone of Iceland were
studied, each zone being located between a pair of extension fractures or a pair of normal
faults, with lengths from tens of meters to severai kilometers. Of all the zones, only 7% are
underlapping, whereas 93% are overlapping and mostly with hook-shaped fraeture pairs. The
length/width ratios of most overlapping zones are from 2-6, with a mean value of 3.5. In the
overlapping zones, most fracture pairs show moderate shear (strike--slip) components which
are related to local variations in the extension (opening) directions. Vertical displacements
on normal faults decrease as the overstep and length of overlapping zone increase; both,
in turn, are proportional to the total lengths of the faults forming the pair. During their
evolution, these zones develop from an underlapping stage, through an overlapping stage
(the most common configuration) and, finally, to a linkage stage. The geometrical features
of overlapping spreading centres at mid-ocean ridges show great similarities to those reported
here. These similarities indicate that the architecture and evolution of overlapping zones are
scale independent.

It is proposed that on entering crustal parts where the state of stress is unfavourable to
any particular type of seismogenic faulting, the fault propagation becomes arrested (Guo
mundsson and Homberg 1999). This model is supported by field and numerical studies on
the propagation of fraetures of various types (Guomundsson 2000e). It follows that prior to
the propagation of an earthquake fracture, the stress conditions in the zone along the whole
potential rupture plane must be homogenized. The proposed homogenization of the stress
field in a large rock volume as a precursor to large earthquakes implies that by monitoring
the state of stress in a seismic zone, its large earthquakes may possibly be forecasted.

3.6.6 Task 6: Analyzing the fracture properties of Icelanclic rocks in the
laboratory

Our main overall objective has been to determine changes in the strength, deformability
and physical properties of rocks subjected to elevated temperatures. In order to achieve
this objective, we have designed and constructed an apparatus for the measurement of rock
fracture and deformation properties at high temperatures and pressures, and performed a
series of experiments to measure these properties.

3.6.6.1 Task 6.1: Apparatus development

We previously reported on the design and manufacture of an environmental cell for the mea
surement offracture mechanics parameters under high-temperature/high-pressure conditions
(PRENLAB-2 first annual report). We have now extended the range of capabilities of this
apparatus so that it can perform four different types of experiment: (1) rock fracture mechan-
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ics experiments, (2) confined compression experiments, (3) confined extension experiments,
and (4) direct tension experiments. The extended operating conditions are: (i) confining
pressure up to 70MPa, (ii) test temperatures up to 500°C with water as the confiningjpore
fluid, (iii) test temperatures up to 900°C with dry nitrogen as the confiningjpore fluid, and
(iv) sample diameters from 25 mm to 60 mm. A schematic diagram of the apparatus and its
operating modes is given in Figure 42.

3.6.6.2 Task 6.2: Experimental results and discussion

Starting material
The measurements reported here were made on samples of a macroscopically isotropic basalt
collected from a roadstone quarry located southeast of Reykjavik, Iceland. Microscopically
it has an aphyric texture, comprising euhedral laths of unaltered plagioclase averaging 0.2
mm in length, and anhedral augite microphenocrysts averaging O.l mm in diameter, with
accessory anhedral oxides up to O.l mm in diameter. No free quartz was visible under either
optical or SEM microscopy.

Summary of previously reported results
We previously reported results of measurements made at room temperature on samples that
have previously been heat-treated to temperatures up to a maximum of 900°C in order
to induce thermal crack damage. In a shallow crustal environment where the geothermal
gradient is anomalously high, such as in Iceland, thermal stresses may well be large enough
to induce such fr~cturing. Furthermore, where enough fractures propagate and link up.
to provide an interconnected network, they can provide permeable pathways for fluid flow
which can in turn lead to embrittlement and weakening of the rock. The thermal cracking
was monitored by measuring the compressional (P) and shear (S) wave velocities through
the samples both prior to and following heat-treatment. Both P-wave and S-wave velocities
remained essentially constant up to 400oe, with values of about 5.3 km/s and 3.0 km/s
respectively. For higher temperatures the velocities decrease rapidly, so that by 8000 they
decreased to about 3.4 km/s and 2.2 km/s repectively.

We presented results from a series of fraeture toughness measurements on heat-treated
specimens of Icelandic basalt using the ISRM recommended methodology. Fraeture tough
ness at ambient temperature was 2.71 MPajm2 , and this remained essentially constant up
to 400oe. There was then a very rapid decrease in fraeture resistance between 400°C and
600°C, with relatively little change between 600°C and the highest heat-treatment temper
ature of 900°C. This pattern of behaviour was considered to be entirely consistent with the
wave velocity data.

Finally, we presented the results of permeability measurements on heat-treated cores of
basalt. The mean permeability of the basalt prior to heat-treatment was 9.4 nanodarcy (9.4
x lO-21 m2). Similar to the previous results, the permeability remained essentially constant
after heat treatment to temperatures up to 300°C, and showed only a slight increase after
treatment to 400°C. At higher temperatures, however, the normalized permeability changed
dramatically, increasing by an order of magnitude at 700°C and by a factor of 40 by 800oe.
We concluded that such a large increase in permeability was unlikely to result merely from the
increase in the number or size of thermally-induced cracks, but from crack linkage proeesses
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Figure 42. Schematic diagram of the apparatus and its operating modes.
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above same percolation threshold to form extensive sample-spanning permeable pathways
for fluid flow.

New experimental results

In aur most recent programrne, we have perforrned suites of experiments on both pre-heat
treated (PHT) and non-heat-treated (NHT) specimens of basalt. The reason for this is that
when a measurement is made at elevated temperature, there are twa potential effects on the
measurement, which act simultaneausly. First, the high temperature can lead to thermal
cracking and hence in a change to the microstructure of the material being tested. Second,
the temperature can influence the actual defarmation mechanism. By perfarming these twa
suites of experiments, we hope to be able to discriminate betwen these twa effects.

Figure 43 shows the results of measurements of Young's modulus of elasticity for both
PHT and NHT specimens up to 650 0 e (all PHT specimens were pre-heated to 750°C). The
twa datasets show very similar trends and values, suggesting that the pre-heat treatment has
relatively little effect on this parameter. As the temperature is raised from room temperature
to lOOoe, there is a significant increase in the modulus. This may appeal' counterintuitive,
but is consistent with previously reported data on defarmation properties of brittle rocks
over this temperature interval (e.g. Meredith and Atkinson 1985). It is considered to be
due to thermal expansion leading to microcrack dosure and hence higher stiffness and crack
resistance. At all higher temperatures, the modulus decreases monotonically with increasing
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Figure 44. Results of measurements of tensile strength up to 650° C for both PHT and NHT
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temperature.

Figure 44 shows the results of measurements of tensile strength up to 650°C, again for
both PHT and NHT speeimens. Here, the strength values for both datasets at first decreases
for temperatures up to 250°C, and then actually increases for temperatures up to 650°C.
Furthermore, tensile strength values for the PHT speeimens are consistently higher than for
the NHT specimens. The reasons for these variations are not fully understood at present, but
we consider that it is likely to be due to local microplasticity at crack tips. Microplasticity
is generally enhanced by high stresses, and hence is more likely to occur at crack tips than
elsewhere in the rock because of the high stress concentrations at these sites. Microplasticity
acts to blunt crack tips and therefore make crack propagation more difficult. Jf this is the
case, then we could expect speeimens to be less suseeptible to tensile crack growth at higher
temperatures. Furthermore, we might also expect the PHT speeimens to exhibit higher
strength because they have previously been subjected to a higher temperature (750°C) and
hence potentially to more microplasticity. This explanation is consistent with the observation
of little difference in modulus between PHT and NHT specimens. The modulus is controlled
by the mere presenee of cracks and not by their growth, and hence crack tip blunting is not
likely to affect modulus values.

These are very new results, and we will be investigating this possible explanation ml
crostructurally with a combination of scanning electron and optical microscopy.
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3.6.7 Conc1usions

Due to the high temperature gradient and low lithostatic stress, thermal cracking may be
an important process in controlling fraeture in Icelandic crust. In the absenee of confining
stress, such cracking starts in the temperature range 300° to 400°C in fresh basalt. Thermal
cracking leads to increased fluid permeability above about 300°C, with the permeability
increasing very non-linearly with temperature. Thermal cracking also appears to lead to
significant decreases in mechanical strength and resistance to crack propagation of PHT
specimens when tested after cooling at room temperature.

However, a somewhat different picture emerges when both PHT and NHT specimens are
actually tested at elevated temperatures. There appears to be an increase in tensile strength
with increasing temperature. We attribute this to enhanced microplasticity at highly stressed
crack tips effectively blunting cracks.
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3.7 Subproject 7: Theoretical analysis of faulting and earth
quake proeesses

Contractor:
Maurizio Bonafede
Department of Physics
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Viale Berti-Pichat 8
40127 Bologna
Italy
Tel: +39-051-630-5001/5017
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GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam
Telegrafenberg
D-14473 Potsdam
Germany
Tel: +49-331-288-1210
Fax: +49-331-288-1203
E-mail: roth@gfz-potsdam.de

3.7.1 Subpart 7A: Ridge-fault interaction in Iceland employing crack mod
els in heterogeneous media

3.7.1.1 Task 1: Magma upwelling as driving mechanism for the stress build-up
in the elastie lithosphere

Tensile cracks are often employed to model magma migration in rift zones or within volcanic
edifices, through lateral or feeding dykes. In a crack model, the overpressure of magma
!:lp with respect to the horizontal stress in the host rock, is assumed to be responsible for
dyke opening and propagation. Most crack models of dykes have been developed so far in
homogeneous media. The most simple heterogeneous medium has been considered, made
up of two welded half-spaces, characterized by different elastic parameters. The analytical
solutions available for the elementary dislocation problem in such a medium (Bonafede and
Rivaita 1999) have been employed to set up an integral equation with generalized Cauchy
kernel, representing the condition for static equilibrium. The unknown in such a problem
is the dislocation density distribution, whose singular behaviour has been studied near the
crack tips and near the intersection with the interface between the two media. When the
crack is in half-space 1 but touches the interface, the order of singularity of the dislocation
density distribution at the interfacechanges from the c1assical behaviour f"oJ r- 1/ 2 to f"oJ r- b
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(where r is the distance from the interface) and the order of infinity b is obtained solving a
trascendental compatibility equation; some results are shown in Table 6.

m = J-ldJ-lz
b

00 10
0.255 0.312

5
0.352

2
0.430

1
0.500

0.5
0.576

0.2
0.678

Table 6. Crack touching the interface.

A crack crossing the interface z = Obetween the two half-spaces with rigidities J-ll (in z >
O) and f..Lz (in z < O) has been considered in detail. A system of generalized Cauchy equations
is obtained, which is solved for the dislocation density distributions of each crack section.
An internal singularity in the dislocation density distribution appears at the intersection
between the crack plane and the interface. This singularity is again of the type r- b on both
sides of the interface and its order b depends only upon the elastic parameters of the media
in welded contact and the ratio between the crack lengths in the two half-spaces (see Table
7). More specifically, the order of singularity b does not depend on the stress drop.

1
O

0.5
0.030

0.1
0.170

0.05
0.208

0.001
0.245

Table 7. Crack crossing the interface.

The horizontal stress component induced by crack opening is plotted in Figure 45, assum
ing 5 MPa overpressure within the crack. From a comparison with solutions pertinent to a
homogeneous medium, it appears that layering can be responsible of stress changes, IOc<ilized
along the the interface, which may be considerably higher than the overpressure within the
dyke. These results provide useful hints for the interpretation of induced seismicity in rift
zones and in volcanic areas. The detailed results of this research are reported in Bonafede
and Rivaita (1999).
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Figure 45. Horizontal normal stress induced by rijting in proximity of a structuml discon
tinuity (horizontal dash ed line). The harder side of the interface is affected by
strong compressive stresses. Dther stress components (not shown) are also af
fected by layering, but to a lesser extent. Rijting is modelled as a tensile crack
with overpressure b.p.

3.7.1.2 Task 2: Space-time evolution of the stress field following earthquakes
and episodes of magrna upwelling

Mechanical effects left by an earthquake on its fault plane, in the post-seismic phase, were
investigated employing the "displacement discontinuity method" and imposing the release
of a constant, uni-directional shear traction. Due to unsymmetric interaction between the
fault plane and the free surface, significant normal stress components are left over the shallow
pOltion of the fault surface after the earthquake (Figure 46): these are compressive for normal
faults, tensile for thrust faults, and are typically comparable to the stress drop. In Figure 46
the s-axis is along the strike of the fault, the d-axis is along the dip (positive upwards).
Severai observations can be explained from the present model: low-dip thrust faults and
high-dip normal faults are found to be favoured, accOl'ding to the Coulomb failure criterion,
in repetitive earthquake cycles; the shape of dip-slip faults near the surface is predicted to
be upward-concave; the shallow aftershock activity commonly observed in the hanging block
of a thrust event is easily explained. The detailed results of this research are reported in
Bonafede and Neri (2000).

The study of the effects induced by structural inhomogeneities on the stress and dis
placement fields around strike-slip faults has been recently completed. An elastic medium
is considered, made up of an upper layer bounded by a free surface and welded to a lower
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Figure 46. Normal stress induced by uniform stress drap over a high-dip normal fault and
a low-dip thrust fault. The near-surface part of a normal fault is affected by
compressive stress, while tensile stresses act there for a thrust fault.
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Figure 47. According to the stress-drop-discontinuity condition, en-echelon fault segments,
rotated in the direction of the tensile principal stress axis, must accompany brit
tie faulting at depth (left). On the contrary, anelastie deformation at depth zs
preferably accompanied by antithetie faulting in brittle surface layers (right).

half-space characterized by different elastic parameters. Shear cracks with assigned stress
drop are employed as mathematical models of strike-slip faults which are considered as ver
tical and planar. Jf the crack is entirely embedded within the lower medium (case A), a
Cauchy-kernel integral equation is obtained, which is solved by employing an expansion of
the dislocation density in Chebyshev polynomials. Jf the crack is within the lower medium
but it terminates at the interface (case B), a generalized Cauchy singularity appears in the
integral kernel. This singularity affects the singular behaviour of the dislocation density at
the crack tip touching the interface. Finally, the case of a crack crossing the interface is
considered (case C). The crack is split into two interacting sections, each placed in a homo
geneous medium and both open at the interface. Two coupled generalized Cauchy equations
are obtained and solved for the dislocation density distribution of each crack section. An
asymptotic study near the intersection between the crack and the interface shows that the
dislocation densities for each crack section are bounded at the interface, where a jump dis
continuity appears. As a corollary, the stress drop must be discontinuous at the interface,
with a jump proportional to the rigidity contrast between the adjoining media. This finding
is shown to have important implications for the development of geometrical complexities
within transform fault zones: planar strike-slip faults cutting across layer discontinuities
with arbitrary stress drop values are shown to be admissible only if the interface between
different layers becomes unwelded during the earthquake. Planar strike-slip faulting may
also take place in mature transform zones, where a repetitive earthquake cycle has already
developed. Otherwise, the fault cannot be planar: we infer that strike-slip faulting at depth
is plausibly accompanied by en-echelon surface breaks (Figure 47) in a shallow sedimentary
layer (where the stress drop is lower than prescribed by the discontinuity condition), while
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Figure 48. Stress concentration induced by strike-slip faulting across layer interfaces. The
panel on the right shows the incremental stress present in the layered model com
pared to the homogeneaus half-space model (on the right). Accurate re-location of
aftershocks in several areas of the world actually show a sharp concentration of
events along bedding planes.

ductile deformation (or steady sliding) at depth is preferably accommodated by antithetic
faulting in the upper brittle layer (endowed with lower rigidity but higher stress), giving rise
to bookshelf faulting (Figure 47). Results of this research were presented at severai inter
national conferences. A paper has been submitted for publication (Bonafede et al. 2000).
The South Iceland seismic zone provides severai instances of application of both types of
complexities.

3.7.1.3 Task 3: Secondary earthquake fraetures generated by a strike-slip fault
in the South Iceland seismie zone

Most earthquakes in the South Iceland seismic zone occur on N-S trending dextral strike
slip faults. The resulting rupture zones display complex en-echelon patterns of secondary
structures inc1uding NNE-trending arrays of (mostly) NE-trending apen fractures (O.F.) and
hillocks.

Three spatial scales characterize the surface faulting pattern: the length of the main fault
(lVLF. 104 m), the arrays here interpreted as surface evidence of secondary faults (102 m) and
the individual O.F. (10 m). In order to improve aur understanding of the genetic relationship
between the O.F. and the M.F. we computed the stress field induced by slip on a buried M.F.
using a dislocation model in a layered half-space: the fault surface is assumed to be embedded
in the basement rock, topped by a safter near-surface layer. The O.F. were preliminarily
considered as pure mode-I cracks apening in the near surface layer in the direction of the
maximum (tensile) principal stress. Alternatively, secondary fractures were interpreted, as
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F'igure 49. Open fractures (O.P) angles predicted from the combined effect of the main fault
rupture and secondary fault (S.P) rupture along the strike direction. The observed
range and relative frequency of O.F. angles is shown shaded (from Bjarnason et
al. 1993). lf the friction coefficient f varies between 0.2 and 1.5 predicted O.F.
angles vary within the circular sectors contoured in black. Solid lines in panel (a)
represent the angle expected for O.F. belonging to dextral arrays. Dashed lines
in panel (b) represents the angle expected for O.P belonging to sinistral arrays.
In both panels, longer lines indicate the predicted mixed-mode O.F. trends, while
shorter lines indicate pure tensile trends. Mixed-mode O.F. are assumed to share
the same style of faulting (sinistral or dextral) with the array to which they belong.
The dotted lines indicate 22.5°,45° and 67.5° directions (for reference). Coloured
lines refer to particular friction values (indicated). Friction increases as indicated
by the red arrow.
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mixed-mode cracks, slipping at depth as shear cracks and opening near the surface due to low
confining pressure. The Coulomb failure function after the earthquake (obtained summing
the M.F. stress change and the lithostatic stress) suggests that secondary faulting (S.F.) can
be expected to occur in response to the main rupture below the upper soft layer down to
few hundreds of meter depth. The total stress change induced by the M.F. and the S.F. (of
smaller scale) is shown to yield quantitative explanations of the complex geometry observed
in the fault region in terms of simple frictional laws and friction coefficients very dose to
those measured in the lab (Figure 48).

3.7.1.4 Meetings and conferences

XXIII EGS General Assembly, Nice, France, April 20-24, 1998.
LXXXIV Congresso Nazionale Societa Italiana di Fisica, Salerno, Italy, September 28 
October 2, 1998.
The third PRENLAB-2 workshop, Strasbourg, France, March 31, 1999.
XXIV EGS General Assembly, The Hague, The Netherlands, April 19-23, 1999.
XXV EGS General Assembly, Nice, France, April 25-29, 2000.
The fifth PRENLAB-2 workshop, Nice, France, April 27, 2000.
International School of Solid Earth Geophysics, Erice, Italy, June 17-23, 2000. 17th course:
Fault interaction by stress transfer: new horizons for understanding earthquake occurrence.
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3.7.2 Subpart 7B: Modelling of the earthquake related space-time be-
haviour of the stress field in the fault system of southern Iceland

In the framework of the PRENLAB-2 project a model study whieh started during the PREN
LAB project was continued to obtain forward models of the stress field and stress changes
in the South Iceland seismie zone (SISZ).

This proposal has the target to model the space-time development of the stress field
using data on strain and stress changes from the other experiments and from databases.

Twa models were prepared during PRENLAB-1 and PRENLAB-2:

• a model of the South Iceland seismie zone and the adjacent part of the eastern vo1canic
zone.

• ascheme comprising the main ridge parts on Iceland and the North Atlantic ridge to
the North and to the South of the island, including both the faults and the load due
to Katla and Hekla volcanoes.

It was modelled:

• the changes in crustal strain and stress due to earthquakes and aseismie movement in
the fault system of the South Iceland seismic zone.

• the interaction of faults.

• the mutual infiuence between volcanic and earthquake activity, e.g. magmatie upwelling
and shearing at fault zones.

3.7.2.1 The model for the earthquake sequence at the SISZ

During PRENLAB-2, this model was further improved. The main features of this model are
given again to ease comparison with the new results.

The method
The forward modelling of stress fields is done by applying static dislocation theory to geode
tie data and data obtained through the seismie moments from seismograms. It allows to
calculate displacements, strain and stresses due to double-couple and extensional SOurces in
layered elastie and inelastie earth structures. Besides the change in displacement during the
event, the changes caused by the movement of plates are included (for further details see e.g.
Roth 1989).

Usually, for earthquake hazard estimation, the location, the magnitude and the statisti
cally estimated recurrence period of former events is used. To improve this, here the rupture
length and width as well as the tectonic setting and the crustal defarmation rates are con
sidered while calculating the space time development of the stress field.

The targets
In general, with these madeis, Subpart 7B aims:

• to achieve a better understanding of the distribution of seismicity in space and time,
its clustering and migration in Iceland.
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• to provide models for the joint interpretation of the data gathered in the whole research
programrne, of which this is one part.

• to compare models of stress fields at SISZ to those for stress fields in other regions, e.g.
the North Anatolian fault zone.

• to make a contribution to the intermediate-term earthquake prediction in this popu
lated and economically important region of Iceland.

The tectonic setting
The SISZ is situated between two sections of the mid-Atlantic ridge, the Reykjanes ridge
(RR) and the eastern vo1canic zone (EVZ). Even though the angle between the SISZ and
the neighbouring ridges is far from 90°, it is considered as a transform fault. Following
the transform fault hypothesis, left-Iateral shear stress is expected along the E-W striking
zone. This is equivalent to right-lateral shear stress on N-S oriented rupture planes. In
fact, earthquakesseem to occur on N-S trending en-echelon faults (cf. Einarsson et al. 1981;
Hackman et al. 1990), They are located side by side between the Hengill-Olfus triple junction,
where the RR meets the low activity western vo1canic zone (WVZ) and Hekla vo1cano, in the
EVZ (cf. Einarsson et al. 1981) (Figure 50). As we further know from Subprojects 4 and 5,
the orientation of the larger horizontal principal stress is NE-SW, Le. fits to an active N-S
or E-W trending fault, which is (at least for the period of those investigations) not a weak
fault like the San Andreas fault (cf. Zoback et al. 1987). Moreover, the stress orientation
seems to have been constant since Pliocene time.

In detail, the questions to be solved are:

• Do these events, placed on parallei faults, release all the energy stored in the 3-D
volurne of the SISZ?

• Do the earthquakes always take place in areas of high stress?

• What is the critical stress level? How large is its variability?

• Where are the highest stresses nowadays?

The area investigated extends from 18° to 24°W and from 63° to 65°N. The origin is set
to 24°W, 64°N (cf. Figure 51) it includes the SISZ, ±1° north and south of 64°N, the SW
edge of the EVZ, and the northeasternmost part of the RR.

The initial stress ./ield
The initial stress field is determined as follows: A tensional stress acting N103°E (nearly
parallei to the SISZj cf. DeMets et al. 1990) is assumed, due to the opening of the mid
Atlantic ridge in the region adjacent to the transform fault. While this rifting induces mainly
shear stresses in the SISZ with a small opening component, the rift segments (RR and EVZ)
are modelled with tensional stress and a small shear stress contribution. Tensional stresses
at both ridges are modelled as constantly being released to end up with zero values at the
rifts. This induces additional stress in the transform zone. The stress magnitude, which
is unknown, is set to a value that produces left-Iateral shear stresses in E-W direction as
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Figure 50. The South Ieeland seismie zone showing mapped surfaee breaks and regions in
whieh over half of the buildings were destroyed in historie seismie events (after
Einarsson et al. 1981). The north-south dash ed line near Vatnafjoll indieates the
estimated loeation of the fault on whieh the May 25, 1987, earthquake oeeurred
(after Bjarnason and Einarsson 1991). The struetural features and the eoastline
are after Einarsson and Sæmundsson (1987).
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Figure 51. iV/ap of Iceland and surrounding area. Thick red lines indicate mid-Atlantic ridge
segments, as used in the models. The smaller box shows the region of the modelon
the SISZ. The SISZ extends approximately between 21.4° W, 63.95° N to 18.se w,
64° N. The large box gives the region for the Iceland rift model. RR: Reykjanes
ridge, I{R: Kolbeinsey ridge, WVZ/EVZ: western/eastern volcan'lc zone, SISZ:
South lceland seismic zone, TFZ: Tjornes fracture zone.
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large as the stress drop determined for the largest event (M=7.1) in the studied earthquake
sequence.

On this initial field, the stress changes due to earthquakes are iteratively superposed
as well as the stress changes due to further spreading at the ridge segments. From global
geodetic measurements an opening of 2 cm/year is found, e.g. in DeMets et al. (1990). This
was used as a zero-th order approach but was reduced to only 1 cm/year, as diseussed later.
Further, as the simplest assumption, laeking other data, the spreading rate is taken to be
constant during the modelled time period, even though this can be questioned as for instance
the present debate on the stress increase in the New Madrid seismic zone shows (cf. Schweig
and Gomberg 1999; Newman and Stein 1999) The stress field before everyevent is thus the
sum of the initial field, the stress drop of all preceding events, and the plate tectonic stress
build-up since the starting time of the model, which is set to 1706, when the first event in
the series occurred.

Results were calculated for 280x220 test-points covering 280 km in E-W direction and
220 km in N-S direction. Stresses were computed for a homogeneous half-space, as a starting
model. Although surface stress changes are calculated, these should be representative for
crustal stresses using values for the moduli, that are typical for oceanic crust (see Dziewonski
et al. 1975) and not for sedimentary layers at the surface. Moreover, as the faults are
introduced vertically into the unlayered environment, the stresses do not vary much with
depth, besides at the lower end of the fault.

Changes and improvements in PRENLAB-2
In the first phase of PRENLAB-2, the models developed in PRENLAB-1 were improved:

A The test-point density was increased from 56x44 (5 km distance) to 280x220 (1 km
distance) to get more details of the stress field and to reduce interpolation errors.

B At the western end of the SISZ, segments with aseismic oblique slip (mainly normal
faulting with a smaller component of left-lateral strike-slip) were introduced, to better
fit the Reykjanes ridge (RR) between the southwest tip of the Reykjanes peninsula to
Hengill-Olfus triple junction (Figure 51).

C At the eastern and western tips of the SISZ two areas with steady stress release were
introduced (see dashed lines in Figure 52). This could occur by a high rate of small
events and maybe by creep. This is likely as these areas did never show strong events
(M~6) in the seismie history of leeland, with the exception of possible events in 1546
and 1632 at the western end (about 21.3°W) and one event in 1311 (about 18.9°W)
(cf. Halld6rsson 1991). See under Task 2 for a discussion of this.

o To investigate the model resolution a set of different models is produced: Besides the
main model, severai extreme cases are assumed and the variation of the main results
under these assumptions is observed.

E The stress field was extrapolated to 1999 and was now updated to the situation after
the June 21, 2000, event.
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small box in Figure 51.
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The earthquake data

All events with M ~ 6 since 1706 were used (listed in Table 8., follawing Halldorsson et
al. 1984; after Hackman et al. 1990; Stefansson and Halldorsson 1988; and Stefansson et al.
1993). The catalogue is supposed to be complete from 1706 for these earthquakes.

All ruptures were set to be oriented N-S, accarding to the isolines of damage intensity and
surface ruptures shown in Figure 50. As only the events in 1912 and 2000 were instrumentally
recorded, the source parameters are not very accurate - a problem to be discussed further
belaw. The position of the epicenters and the rupture planes used in the models are given
in Figure 53 and Figure 54, respectively.

Date' Magnitude Epicenter' South end of Co-seismic Rupture
rupture2 slip3 length4

Lat. ON Long.oW x [kml y [kml Uo [ml L [kml
1706 6.0 64.0 21.2 131 -5 0.30 10
1732 6.7 64.0 20.1 183 -11 0.77 22
1734 6.8 63.9 20.8 150 -23 0.96 25

14.08.1784 7.1 64.0 20.5 164 -18 1.9 35
16.08.1784 6.7 63.9 20.9 145 -22 0.77 22
26.08.1896 6.9 64.0 20.2 178 -14 1.2 28
27.08.1896 6.7 64.0 20.1 183 -11 0.77 22
05.09.1896 6.0 63.9 21.0 140 -16 0.30 10
05.09.1896 6.5 64.0 20.6 159 -9 0.48 18
06.09.1896 6.0 63.9 21.2 131 -16 0.30 10
06.05.1912 7.0 63.9 20.0 187 -27 1.5 32
17.06.2000 6.5 64.0 20.4 169 -12 0.9 16
21.06.2000 6.4 64.0 20.7 154 -13 1.1 18

Table 8. Earthquakes M?6 since 1706 in the South lceland seismic zone. 1) Data takenfrom
Stefdnsson et al. (1993); for the events in 1706, 1732, and 1734 no exact date is
known. Data on the events of lune 2000 are from Stefdnsson, Guomundsson and
Halldorsson (pers. comm.), with magnitudes as moment magnitudes. 2) Position in
the mode! coordinate system with origin at 64° N, 24° w. 3) Calculated via the mag
nitude moment relationship log Mo [dyne cm] = 1.5Ms+{11.8 - log(aa/p.)) with the
apparent stress aa = 1.5 MPa and the shear modulus p. = 39 GPa (after f{anamori
and Anderson 1975), followed by using the values of p. above, the rupture length as
given in the table as well as a vertical fault width of 14 km east of 21° W and 7 km
between 21° W and 21.~ W. Finally, the values for all events before those in 2000
were reduced by a factor of 2, following the discussion of Hackman et al. (1990).
All this does not apply to the lune 17 and 21, 2000, earthquakes, for which good
instrumental data are available, and e.g. a maximum rupture depth of 9 and 7 km
were given, respective!y. 4) Besides for the lune 2000 events, calculated using log L
[km] = 0.5 M - 2 (after Qian 1986) which results in slightly lower values compared
to e.g. Schick (1968).

The results
The stress fields at 20 dates were calculated: the pre- and past-seismic situation for all

13 events. The time befare 6 events was toa shart to accumulate appreciable plate tectonic
stresses since the preceding event. In these cases, the past-seismic stress field of the preceding
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Rupture Positions in Time
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Figure 53. Location of the earthquakes in space and time (cf. Table 8). As the events have
been located on N-S trending faults in an E- W trending fault zone, their location
is very accurately displayed in this graph.
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Rupture Positions in Space
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F'igure 54. The position of the rupture planes of the earthquake sequence as used in the models
(cf. Table 8).
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event was set equal to the pre-seismic stress field of these earthquakes.

Originally, an extrapolation was done from the 1912 earthquake to spring 1999. After
the twa earthquakes happened this June, it was updated to June 17, 2000 (Figure 56) and
the effect of both events were determined (see Figure 57 and Figure 58).

As a simple assumption, one might expeet, that earthquakes in a certain fault zone usually
occur at about the same critical shear stress leve!. We examine here if such an expectation
matches the known facts about the earthquakes, given above, and the stress field in the SISZ
from knowledge about plate motion and the modelling here. Figure 59 summarizes the mean
shear stress level before each of the earthquakes at the area of the impending event. The
stress level is near the average (1.8 MPa) or higher for most of the events. The highest value
(for 1896e) is mainly infiuenced by the faet that the rupture area for the event in 1706 was
Iocated completely north of that in 1896 (cf. Figure 54). The second 1784 earthquake (two
days after the first, 004 in magnitude smaller, 19 km away) might have been an aftershock
and therefore situated in a lower stress area (1.6 MPa). The same might apply to the second
of the 1896 events. The forth event in 1896 and the first shock in 2000 are both infiuenced
by the largest event in the series, i.e. the first one in 1784. Thus, the accuracy of the source
parameter of this 1784 earthquake strongly infiuences the whole mode!. Concerning the first
event in June 2000, it has to be noted that it took place in a very inhomogeneous stress field,
i.e. there are low stresses in the north of the rupture plane and high ones in the south (see
Figure 56). Calculating an average pre-seismic stress level might be especially misleading for
this event, when all the test-points around the rupture plane are considered equally.

Checking the performance of the model in a qualitative way, we examined if the earth
quakes hit the high stress area and how large the high stress areas with no event were at the
same time (the range in longitude with high stresses was summed when the N-S extension
of the area was at least 5 km and the longitude range for the event that occurred was sub
tracted, usually 0.1 to 0.2 degrees in longitude). The results can be found in Table 9 and are
quite satisfying with respect to the named question. Almost all events hit high stress areas
and the size of high stress areas with no event was rather small after the earthquakes in
the eighteenth century. Nevertheless, the problem remains, why some events did not occur
earlier (at lower stress), just passing the "limit in pre-seismic stress" (Le. here: the average
pre-seismic stress).

As stated earlier, the plate velocity used in the model was set to 1 cm/year, only half of
that what is measured. The reason can be seen in Figure 59 in comparison with Figure 60.
The higher plate velocity leads to a steady and strong increase in the pre-seismic stress level,
which is very unlikely, while the reduced rate entails an almost constant leve!. As the model
cannot change the geodetic results, the reason for the discrepancy might be that only 50%
of the stress build-up by plate tectonics is released seismically. For the rest, stable sliding or
aseismic creep could be respansible.

Two problems were addressed next: (i) To see how sensitive the results depend on the
model parameters, it was begun to check extreme cases and their outcome. (ii) The average
stress level befare same events is considerably lower than for others (cf. the discussion on
Figure 59). This is, among other reasons, due to the faet that the rupture planes, used until
now, extend rather far to the north and south of the SISZ. The damage areas from historical
records are not gathered by scientists and are usually biased by uneven population density.
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Figure 55. The stress /ield after the M ay 6, 1912 earthquake.
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Figure 56. The stress jield befare the lune 17, 2000, M=6.5 earthquake occurring at 20.4° W,
64.00N, i.e. (169, -12 - +4).
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Figure 57. The stress field after the lune 17, 2000, M=6.5 earthquake occurring at 20.4° W,
64.00 N), i.e. (169, -12 - +4).
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Preseismie Stresses for Madel with 1 cm/a Rifting
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Figure 59. Cross plot of the pre-seismic shear stress level at the site of the impending earth
quakes vs. occurrence time. The stress values at 2 to 14 test-points at 0.5 km
distance to the surface trace of the T'1lpture plane were averaged. Jnstead of a plate
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Event Pre-seismic Earth- Hit high Size of other
time: stress high quake stress areas with Remarks:

at °W: at °W: area? high stress:
1706 19.8 - 21.2 21.2 yes large tUlling phase1

1732 19.8 - 21.1 20.1 yes large tuning phase
1734 19.8 - 20.0, 20.8 yes large tuning phase

20.2 - 21.1
19.8 - 20.0,

1784a 20.2 - 20.7, 20.5 yes medium tuning phase
20.8 - 21.1

1784b 19.8 - 20.0, 20.9 yes small tuning phase
20.9 - 21.1

1896a 19.8 - 20.3, 20.2 yes medium other high stress
20.8 - 21.2 area hit 10 days later
19.8 - 20.0, other high stress

1896b ± 20.6, 20.1 no medium area hit 9 days later
20.8 - 21.2
19.8 - 20.0, other high stress

1896c ± 20.6, 21.0 yes medium area hit next day
20.8 - 21.2
19.8 - 20.0, other high stress

1896d ± 20.6, 20.6 yes medium area hit at the same
20.8 - 21.2 day

1896e 19.8 - 20.0, 21.2 yes small
20.8 - 21.2

1912 19.8 - 20.0, 20.0 yes small
20.8 ~ 21.2

2000a ± 19.9, 20.4 no/ small hit short (N-S)
20.5 - 21.2 yes high stress area2

2000b ± 19.9, 20.7 yes small
20.6 - 21.2

Table 9. Qualitative evaZ.uation of the model performance. 1) As the initial stress field is
unknown, it was assumed to be homogeneous. So the first series of events that
ruptures all across the fault zone is very strongly influenced by this assumption. 2)
The stress field before the first earthquake in lune 2000 is very inhornogeneous, i.e.
there are low stresses in the north of the rupture plane and high ones in the south
(see Figure 56). Looking at the developrnent of the stress distribution, this situation
is still influenced by the rupture position and magnitude of the first event in 1784
(cf. Figure 54)· These historical data have some uncertainty (cf. Figure 50).
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Preseismie Stresses for Madel with 2 cm/a Rifting
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Figure 60. Cross plot of the pre-seismic shear stress level at the site of the impending earth
quakes vs. occurrence time. A plate velocity of 2 cm/year was used. For Jurther
explanations see Figure 59.
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So the magnitudes and locations are not very accurate, as stated earlier. And as mentioned
in the footnotes of Table 9, there are doubts on the correct rupture size from global relations
between magnitude and rupture length.

From both reasons given here, a model was calculated that uses the same seismic moment
of the events, but cuts the fault length to 50% while doubling the co-seismic displacement.
It will be termed "short rupture model". ane side-effect of this change is an increase of the
stress level, as the moment release is concentrated to a smaller area. The initial stress field
amplitude was increased accordingly, because - as described above - this field is adjusted to
the average stress change of the strongest event. It is important to note that the increase
in stress level does not change the stress pattern of the initial stress field; as we are not
looking for specific stress amplitudes but for stress concentrations, the change in level is not
important. The resulting variation of the pre-seismic stress level is - as expected - smoother
than before due to the concentration of stress release to high stress areas. However, this
approach could only be used, once the historical events are re-evaluated with the result of
shorter ruptures.

The processing of the recent earthquakes last J une led to maximum rupture depth of
less than ten kilometres. Even though there are smaller events located down to 13 km (cf.
Stefansson et al. 1993), the assumption that all ruptures extend to no more than a depth
of 10 km seems to be reasonable. Such a model was calculated too, replacing the maximum
depth of 14 km for most events (cf. Table 9) by 10 km. In this case too, the stress release by
the events is higher, as it is concentrated to an area doser to the rupture plane. Moreover,
the interaction of the events is lower due to this concentration in space. However, the stress
level before the main events remains in a similar range as before (average now 2.1. MPa
instead of 1.8 MPa), and the variation in the pre-seismic stress does not differ much (the
standard deviation is 0.87 MPa instead of 0.88 MPa) from the model with deeper ruptures
(cf. Figure 61).

In general, the variation of the model parameters shows that the models are stable, Le.
small changes in the parameters do not lead to totally different results. Therefore, they fulfill
this important quality criterium.

3.7.2.2 Task 1: Extrapolation of the stress field for the next years

Originally, the stress field for the new models was extrapolated to spring 1999, with the ad
ditional stresses due to plate motion since 1912. This became obsolete when the earthquakes
in June 2000 occurred. As presented above, the stress field before and after these events was
determined. To examine if the stresses were high before the events was a good check for the
model results. The present situation is essentially that after the second earthquake in June
(see Figure 58). For more details see the discussion below.

3.7.2.3 Task 2: Pin-pointing of stress concentrations in space and time

At present, stresses are concentrated around 19.9°W and at 20.8-21.2°W. As there have not
been earthquakes since 1912 and 1896, respectively, this is to be expected and was reproduced
by the model.
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Figure 61. Cross plot of the pre-seismic shear stress level at the site of the impending earth
quakes vs. occurrence time. A maximum rupture depth of 10 km was used. For
further explanations see Figure 59.
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Once more, we would like to point to the faet that, in the model, stresses are steadily
released at those areas (marked with dashed lines) where the SISZ approaches the ridge
segments, as noted under item "C" of the list of improvements above. It are sections of the
SISZ between the high stress areas just mentioned and the rift tips.

Is this a weakness of the models or is it the real situation? Could these high stress
areas be excluded from the model? The answer is essentially "no". The origin of the stress
concentrations at the end of the SISZ, Le. at the tips of the adjoining ridges, is the faet
that the ridges do not extend to infinite depth, but are assumed to reach only 7 km depth
and enter than an inelastic, hot region not capable of supporting stresses for time periods of
years. Deeper penetration of the brittle layer there would homogenize the stress field between
rift tips at some average value. Although this is not very likely, a similar effect would be
produced by drag at the base of the adjacent plates. Nevertheless, such a redistribution of
stress would not lead to low stresses at the ends of the SISZ.

Possibly, there might have been stronger events in 1546 and 1632 at the western end
(about 21.3°W) and one event in 1311 (about 18.9°W) (cf. Halld6rsson 1991). But all other
evidence only shows small and medium sized events there. The main argument against high
seismogenic stress release there is, that there was no large event (M2:6) since 1706. There
are severai indications that the stress release indeed mainly takes place in small and medium
events at the ends of the SISZ. In 1987, there was a medium sized earthquake (Ms=5.8) at
63.91°N 19.78°W (198, -9) near Vatnafjoll (see Figure 50) at the east end of the SISZ. And
in 1998, there were 2 similar events at the Hengill-Olfus triple junction at the western end
of the SISZ: June 4 (M=5.1) and November 13 (M=5) both accompanied by a lot of smaller
events.

Therefore, we believe that the tips of the SISZ might only be the place where medium
sized events take place and the stress concentrations given around 19.9°W and at 20.8
21.2°W represent those for future strong earthquakes.

As the stress build-up by plate motion is very low in these models (compare the stress
field in 2000 in Figure 56 with that of 1912 in Figure 55), the uncertainty in time is very
large in the occurrence time, see also the discussion below.

3.7.2.4 Task 3: Search for charaeteristic preseismie stress level

As a simple assumption, one might expect, that earthquakes in a certain fault zone usually
occur at about the same critical shear stress leve!. Here, we tried to find out, if such an
expectation matches the known faets about the earthquakes and the stress field in the SISZ.

In all models, the pre-seismic stress level for most main shocks is high and fairly stable.
This is also true for the events at the end of the sequence, namely those of 1912, of June
20, 2000, and - with minor reservations - of J une 17, 2000. It indicates that the rather
simple model can already explain the main features of the behaviour of the SISZ. This is
especially astonishing, when the faet is kept in mind, that most (all but one) events used
are not instrumentally recorded. Before the J une 2000 events the SISZ seems to have been
prepared for rupturing at the specific locations. This fits very well to the findings from stress
measurements in wells (see Subproject 4) that E-W left-Iateral shear stress was acting on the
fault zone. To improve the model further, the initial unknown stress field of 1706 could be
reduced in the eastern part and the central part, where the first events did not occur before
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1732 and 1734, respectively. Another improvement might be to include more basal drag as
the source of plate tectonic stress increase as compared to ridge push.

Nevertheless, the problem remains, why some events, as those of September 6, 1896, or
June 21, 2000, did not occur earlier (Le. at lower stress), just passing the "threshold in pre
seismic stress ti (here e.g. the average pre-seismic stress (cf. Figure 59). Only if this would
be the case, a predietion of the occurrence time might be at reach.

Even though the earthquake rupture planes strike N-S, the stress changes calculated here
affect the whole area of the SISZ.

A tendency with time towards higher values of pre-seismic stress was found. It is an
indication that the stress increase due to rifting might have been assumed toa high, Le. not
all of the stress increase due to the spreading rate of 2 cm/year (assumed to be constant
between 1706 to 2000) was released by earthquakes. The assumption that only half of the
accumulated stress is seismically released led to a rather constant pre-seismic stress level.

The variation in model parameters does not lead to totally different results, Le. the model
is rather stable.

In general, the models go beyond the standard earthquake moment release and hazard
analysis as they include the spatial location and extension of the events, quantify the am
plitudes of stress release and that of plate motion on the faults, as well as providing an
extrapolation to the present stress situation. This report will be submitted for publication
in an appropriate form.

3.7.2.5 Meetings and conferences

Ameeting between Maurizio Bonafede and coworkers with Frank Roth took place in March
1999 in Strasbourg, France, parallei to the tenth biennal EUG meeting. Another meeting
with Bonafede and Ragnar Stefansson took place at the GeoForschungsZentrum Potsdam in
June 1999.

3.7.2.6 Acknowledgements
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